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The easy way to transform your next cruise or trip to Italy from "good" to "extraordinary."The guide

for the smart travelers.It includes: - Tourist "must see" highlights for most sought after ports and

cities in Italy, Sicily, Sardinia and Malta - the Guide covers many more destinations than any other

Italian cruise travel guide - 62 in total! The Guide includes the destinations from itineraries of every

cruise line operating in the Mediterranean. This means whichever cruise line you choose its Italian

ports of call are included in this guide. Plus if you're not on a cruise and just traveling the area,

chances are you'll be staying in one or more of these destinations. In fact, use this Guide to

determine the itinerary of your journey through Italy. - Memorable things to see and do - At a glance

you'll be able to see the entire town or city's main points of interest. Little known and fascinating

museums, breathtaking and awe-inspiring architectural achievements, historical sites, churches,

castles and palaces etc., the Guide lists them ALL. This will help you quickly determine where you

want to spend your time and the best way to use your available time. - Map with key sites

highlighted - Each town or city has its own individual map with the points of interest numbered and

highlighted. The maps are sharp and high quality. At every destination, you'll know exactly where

you are, where you want to go and the quickest route to get there.- Where to eat and sleep - One of

the joys of visiting Italy is to dine at unique and wonderful restaurants that put the areaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

culinary culture on full display. You will immediately have the top restaurants (with complete contact

information) at your fingertips.If you're on a cruise, you won't be staying at a hotel, but if you're

traveling by any other means, you'll know the best places to get a good night's sleep. - Where to

relax, tan, scuba dive, snorkel, boat and swim - Italy has great beaches and the Guide provides you

with a description of the best beaches in the area for both water activities or just laying around

soaking up some rays.- Fun activities and events to make each part of your journey memorable

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Feel like going on a walking tour? Discovering the spectacular beauty of the local caves?

Visiting some of the historical villages and landmarks nearby? Shopping in the best districts?

Attending a famous festival? You'll never have to worry that you're missing out on popular tourist

events and attractions. - Description of the city - the Guide provides a brief description of each

destination. At a glance you'll be able to get a feel for the historical significance and culture of the

area. You'll know where the railway station is located, the local post office and other important

places should you ever need them. Plus you'll have a map to the port location.- Distance to major

centers and locations in the area - If you're looking to visit any of the major cities in the area, the

Guide provides you with a handy reference that shows you how far they are away in both distance

and time.
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Finally, somebody wrote a cruise guide that doesn't cover only Rome and Venice... and maybe

Florence. I didn't believe it until I saw it, and the guide actually includes the most famous

destinations in Italy, but it also covers the smallest fishing villages which you are bound to visit on a

smaller cruise ship as my family is planning to do (such as Portofino, Vernazza, and of course

Florence). It provides a lot of info on everything you need to see and do, and make sure you

download the free high quality maps which you can either print or browse on your tablet or iphone

(we will use it in all three ways!). It also includes ports I honestly never heard of in Sicily, Sardinia

and Malta, but thankfully, it's all laid out in a very user friendly way, and it brought back the joy into

planning our family vacation.I just wish I had a guide like this on other Mediterranean countries

(Spain and Greece please!)

Whilst the book is a great tourist guide to where to sleep and eat, things to do and see, excursions

to take, it also evokes breathtaking images of incredibly beautiful Italian cities and villages, including



travel destinations well off the beaten track.If you have never been to Italy, reading this book would

make you WANT to go there. If you have already been to Italy, reading the book will make you

HAVE to return to explore parts of Italy that you have never heard of. The book lets you imagine

fairy tale villages with a relaxed way of life, cobblestoned streets, where old and new are intertwined

as if they are one against a backdrop of impressive cliffs, sandy white beaches and deep blue

Mediterranean waters.It immerses us into a variety of Italian culture, customs and habits, colourful

food markets, delectable food specialities and a rich culture of great art: paintings and sculptures by

the Italian masters. I recommend this book for anyone who are thinking of travelling in Italy.

This book is worthless. The level of detail is about the same as the brochures you get from your

cruise ship. Sure, it covers a lot of locations, but it just gives lists of things you might see. No idea

how to get to them, or how to get around. No way to connect destinations (for example, nowhere

does it tell you from Livorno you can go to Pisa and Florence. Yes, this is obvious if you look at a

map or read a brochure, but this book won't help you)And then, to actually GET the maps, you have

to register and give this company your email address. Sorry, I already paid for the book, I'm not also

handing over my email.I'm sorry I wasted $3 on this.

This travel guide to Italy is extremely thorough and well done. The author starts by giving a brief

recap of Italian history, customs, climate and much more. The book is then organized by the most

popular cities, giving important information such as where to sleep and eat, key highlights of what

you must not miss, excursions, beaches and other important things to see and do. Includes a link to

get downloadable maps. The most helpful part was how it was organized by city, making it easy for

travelers to narrow their trip down. I can definitely see how this guide will be useful for travel to Italy!

Italian Cities And Cruise Ports Guide: Includes Sicily, Sardinia And Malta - FREE Bonus Maps!

(Mediterranean Cruise Guides)I was preparing for my trip to Italy this summer and needed some

easy-to-use guide to help me find most interesting things in that country. When I read this book I

had an impression that this is all I need to know before I go. It is simple, informative and focused on

practical and necessary information. I like it's brevity and style. On the other side, it has lots of

downloadable maps which I find quite useful. Finally, although I am not a cruise traveler, I will use it

for my trip because it has both thorough explanation of each city worth visiting and a set of general

information I may need in Italy. Good value.



Filled with helpful information for traveling, this guide offers numerous places for lodging and dining

for the many points of interest in Italy. Advice on how to save and get the most for your money are

added pluses in this book.If you are planning a trip to Italy, you will find it useful for exploring each

stop along the way. Find out about local museums and interesting cultural stops--places to see off

the beaten track--in this easy to understand guide. My only "wish" would be for it to include some

photographs.

This guide to Italian cities and Cruise ports, at 346 pages, is an absolute steal for this price. This

guide contains so much information that this is likely the only guide you will need. The maps are

also very nice and detailed. There might be other guides out there on the market, but many of them

are WAY overpriced and don't include even half as much as this book does. If you're planning a trip

to Italy anytime in the near future, don't hesitate to get this today!

This is one of the most complete guides i have seen . This really covers all the possible places you

can go in Italy and everything is given in detail that you will not have any sort of problem while

travelling to Italy. The other thing which attracted me is the presentation of the book is so good that ,

I have decided to go for Italy whenever I will get a chance . Very well done .I will highly recommend

this.Thanks
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